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ABSTRACT

We propose an end-to-end trainable approach to single-
channel speech separation with unknown number of speakers.
Our approach extends the MulCat source separation backbone
with additional output heads: a count-head to infer the num-
ber of speakers, and decoder-heads for reconstructing the
original signals. Beyond the model, we also propose a metric
on how to evaluate source separation with variable number
of speakers. Specifically, we clear up the issue on how to
evaluate the quality when the ground-truth has more or less
speakers than the ones predicted by the model. We evaluate
our approach on the WSJ0-mix datasets, with mixtures up
to five speakers. We demonstrate that our approach outper-
forms state-of-the-art in counting the number of speakers and
remains competitive in quality of reconstructed signals.

Index Terms— Source separation

1. INTRODUCTION

Source separation is the task of decomposing a mixed signal
into the original signals prior to the mixing procedure. This is
an important task with many downstream applications, e.g.,
improve the accuracy of automatic speech recognition with
multiple speakers [1] [2], or separating out singing voices and
music [3]. Due to the recent progress in deep learning, super-
vised methods have received a lot of interest [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
For example, [8] presented a dual-path RNN architecture to
better capture both short and long-term features. However,
these works have focused on the setting where the number of
speakers is a priori known.

Recently, several works have also considered the case
with variable number of speakers. [9] proposes to use beta
process non-negative matrix factorization to solve the prob-
lem. [10] proposes a method for separating variable number
of speakers, where a different model is trained for every num-
ber of speakers, and an activity detector determines which
model to use at test time. Another work is [11] where they
have proposed to iteratively separate out one speaker at a time.
While straight forward, these methods either require training
multiple deep-nets or running multiple forward-passes at test-
time, both of which scale linearly with the possible number
of speakers.

To tackle the aforementioned issues, we propose to train a
single model with shared encoder and backbone separator: a
count-head to infer the number of speakers, and multiple de-
coder heads to separate the signals. These decoder heads each
correspond to a different number of speakers, and only one of
them is chosen to run at a time. Therefore, our method re-
quires only a single pass through the network at both training
and test time and can be trained from end-to-end. Addition-
ally, we propose a new metric for evaluating the separation
of a variable number of speakers. In particular, our evaluation
metric considers how to evaluate the quality of the reconstruc-
tion when the number of speakers differs between prediction
and ground-truth.

We evaluate our approach on WSJ0-mix dataset, with up
to five speaker mixtures. Our approach surpasses all existing
approaches in terms of source counting and achieves similar
performance to state-of-the-art models in source separation.

2. APPROACH

2.1. Problem Formulation

Let x denote the mixed input audio, and Y = {yn} denote
the set of separated audios from each speaker. The goal is to
learn a parametric function,

Fθ(x) 7→ Y, (1)

with trainable parameters θ. One of the challenges is how to
construct a model to handle variable number of outputs? For
example, a standard deep-net has a fixed number of output
dimensions and does not change between examples.

To mitigate this problem, we assume that the maximum
number of speakers, K ≥ |Y| ∀(x,Y) ∈ D, is known. In this
case, we can model a deep-net to count the number of speak-
ers and model a decoder-head for each number of speakers.
This allow us to dynamically select which decoder-head to
run and output the correct number of speakers.

We propose a single end-to-end trainable deep-net to ac-
complish this. Our deep-net contains a count-head, which
counts the number of speakers in the mixed-audio, and a list
of decoder-heads to reconstruct audios, each for its own cor-
responding number of speakers. These heads share input fea-
tures extracted from a backbone network [10].
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Fig. 1. An overview of our proposed approach for handling variable number of speakers for source separation. Given a mixed
signal x, our model predicts the number of speakers from the mixed signal and uses the corresponding decoder-head to separate
the signal. In this case, decoder 2 is selected, hence a reconstruction of two speakers.

2.2. Model Architecture

Our model contains a mixture encoder to transform waveform
into encoding, and a backbone separator to extract source en-
coding from mixture encoding following [8] and [10]. Instead
of using a single decoder head with a fixed number of output
channels, we replaced it with a set of decoder heads, each hav-
ing a different number of output channels, where one channel
contains source from one speaker. We also added a count head
that chooses which decoder head to use during inference.
Encoder & Separator: As in [10], we use convolution with
ReLU to encode mixture waveform, then use repeated MulCat
blocks as the backbone separation network.
Count-Head: We train a speaker count head in as an addi-
tional branch in parallel with the decoder heads. Given the
output tensor from the backbone network, we first linearly
transform the feature dimension, then apply global average
pooling and ReLU. We then linearly project the result to the
set of possible decoder choices, and apply softmax to the out-
put.
Decoder-Heads: We use a list of decoders, as in [8] and [10].
For the kth decoder, given an input tensor with feature dimen-
sion N , we apply PReLU with a channel-independent param-
eter, and use 1x1 convolution to project feature dimension to
N × k speakers. We then divide the projected tensor into k
tensors, each with feature dimension N , and transform the
tensor back to audio with overlap-and-add.

2.3. Training

To train the count-head, we formulate it as a classification
task, i.e., we minimize the cross-entropy loss,

Lcount(x,Y) = −
K∑
k

1|Y|=k · log p̂(|Y| = k
∣∣x), (2)

where 1 denotes the indicator function and p̂(|Y| = k) de-
notes the predicted probability that the mixed input audio, x,
has k speakers.

Next, to train the decoder-heads, we utilize the permuta-
tion invariant loss, uPit [12], on the decoder-head selected by
the ground-truth number of speakers, i.e.,

Ldecoders(x,Y) =
∑
k

1|Y|=k · uPIT(Y, Ŷk), (3)

where Ŷk denotes the output from the kth decoder-head and

uPIT(Y, Ŷk) = −max
π

∑
n

SI-SNR(yπ(n), ŷnk ), (4)

where π denotes a permutation on the speaker channels, and
SI-SNR stands for scale-invariant signal-to-noise ratio, as de-
fined in [13].

Finally, we balance the two losses with a hyper-parameter
α, and train over a dataset of paired mixed inputs and sepa-
rated audio, i.e., D = {(x,Y)} is as follows,

min
θ

∑
(x,Y)∈D

α · Lcount(x,Y)+ (1−α) · Ldecoders(x,Y). (5)

2.4. Inference

At test time, the ground-truth number of speakers is not avail-
able. In this case, we use the estimated number of speak-
ers from the count-head to select which decoder-head to run,
therefore,

Ŷ = Ŷĉ, ĉ = argmax
k

p̂(|Y| = k) (6)

is the final prediction given x.



Model 2 3 4 5
Conv-Tasnet[7]* 15.3 12.7 - -

DPRNN[8]* 18.8 - - -
DPRNN[10]* 18.21 14.71 10.37 8.65
Mulcat[10]* 20.12 16.85 12.88 10.56

Attractor Network[14] 15.3 14.5 - -
OR-PIT[11] 14.8 12.6 10.2 -

Ours 19.1 14.1 9.3 5.9

Table 1. Oracle SNR; Each column shows results averaged
from all mixtures with corresponding number of speakers.
*models above double-line are models with fixed number of
speakers.

Pred
True 2 3 4 5

2 2998 17 1 0
3 2 2977 27 0
4 0 6 2928 80
5 0 0 44 2920

Table 2. Speaker counting confusion matrix for the proposed
count-head method

2.5. Evaluation Metric

Evaluating a system for source separation with variable num-
ber of speakers remains an open discussion. It may seem that
standard evaluation metrics, e.g. SI-SNR, are directly applica-
ble, however this evaluation metric require the number of pre-
dicted signals and ground-truth signals to be identical. When
the system incorrectly predicts the number of speakers, it is
unclear how to compute SI-SNR.

Prior work [10] computes a evaluation metric as fol-
lows: Let Ŝ be the number of predicted speaker and S be
the ground-truth. In case (a): When Ŝ > S, they compute
the correlation between all audio pairs and keep S speakers
from the prediction. In case (b): When Ŝ < S, they du-
plicate S − Ŝ speakers with the highest correlation to the
ground-truth samples. With the speaker number matched,
they compute the standard SI-SNR. We note that this choice
of duplication / dropping relies on the ground-truth signal.
This is not desirable, as a post-processing procedure should
not be dependent on the ground-truth.

We believe that it is more natural to add “silence” speak-
ers, either ground-truth or the prediction, until the number of
speakers between the ground-truth and prediction are identi-
cal. Intuitively, a two-speaker mixed signal can be thought of
as a three-speaker mixed signal where one of the speakers is
silence. However, we run into the issue that SI-SNR is equal
to negative infinity if the signal is zero.

To avoid this, instead of padding with silence, we choose
a negative penalty term Pref that would be defined as the
approximation to the SI-SNR measured if padded by silence.

Model 2 3 4 5
Model-Select(DPRNN)[10] 81.3 64.4 46.2 85.6
Model-Select(Mulcat)[10] 84.6 69.0 47.5 92.3

Attractor Network[14] 95.7 97.6 - -
OR-PIT[11] 95.7 - -

Ours 99.9 99.2 97.6 97.3

Table 3. Performance of source counting; Each column is
accuracy among all mixtures with corresponding number of
speakers. For OR-PIT, only overall accuracy is provided.

We name this evaluation metric penalized-SI-SNR (P-SI-
SNR).

Given dataset D = {(x,Y)}, P-SI-SNR is defined as

1

|D|
∑

(x,Y)∈D

1

max(|Y|, |Ŷ|)
(Lmatch + Lpad), (7)

where Ŷ =
{
y1, ...,yĉ

}
, ĉ being the number of predicted

sources, and Lmatch and Lpad are defined as follows:

Lmatch = max
π

min(|Y|,|Ŷ|)∑
n=1

SI-SNR(yπ(n), ŷn)

Lpad = Pref ·
∣∣∣∣|Y| − |Ŷ|∣∣∣∣.

(8)

We believe that our proposed evaluation metric is intuitive
and naturally balances between the reconstruction quality and
misclassifications in number of speakers. We will next dis-
cuss two possible choices of Pref.
Measuring Pref from data: One solution is to choose the “si-
lence” as some zero-mean noise distribution. In this case, we
measure the SNR empirically based on samples from WSJ0
recordings. We cut out 0.75 second noise segments from their
start, repeat those segments to match the length of recordings,
and measure the energy ratio between noise files and record-
ings. Based on the average of our measurements, we set Pref
to be -30dB.
Setting Pref as average SI-SNR: Another intuitive way to
penalize SI-SNR is to have each underestimated or overesti-
mated speaker cancel out the positive contribution to SI-SNR
of a correctly predicted speaker. Therefore, we choose Pref
to be the negative of the average SI-SNR from oracle source
counting.

3. EXPERIMENTS

We first describe our implementation details for dataset prepa-
ration, training, testing, model architecture. Next, we provide
quantitative comparisons with baselines and demonstrate that
our approach achieves state-of-the-art performance in source
counting and comparable performance in source separation.



Pref = −30dB 2 3 4 5
Model-Select(DPRNN)[10]* 15.2 10.7 6.0 7.7
Model-Select(Mulcat)[10]* 17.5 13.21 8.4 10.0

Attractor Network[14] 14.7 14.2 - -
OR-PIT[11] 13.1 - -

Ours 19.1 14.0 9.2 5.8

Pref = −SI-SNRoracle 2 3 4 5
Model-Select(DPRNN)[10]* 15.9 12.1 8.1 8.2
Model-Select(Mulcat)[10]* 18.1 14.2 10.2 10.3

Attractor Network[14] 14.9 14.3 - -
OR-PIT[11] 13.4 - -

Ours 19.1 14.0 9.3 5.9

Table 4. P-SI-SNR of each model; For OR-PIT, result is computed by averaging the P-SI-SNR for both 2 and 3 speakers
computed with 95.7% recall. Note that models with lower max speaker count generally have higher accuracy, since fewer
classes implies a higher P-SI-SNR. * denotes models trained on fixed number of speakers.

Datasets: We combine 4 datasets each corresponding to a dif-
ferent number of speakers, WSJ0-2mix(2 speakers), WSJ0-
3mix(3 speakers) [5], WSJ0-4mix(4 speakers), WSJ0-5mix(5
speakers)[10]. For each piece of audio, we take 4-second
chunks with 2-second overlaps. Chunks below 2 seconds are
discarded and chunks between 2-4 seconds are padded to 4
seconds. As mixtures have length equal to the shortest source,
those with more speakers are shorter and have less chunks.
Our 2, 3, 4, 5 speakers training sets each has 20000 audios,
and respectively have [44773, 39066, 35986, 33809] chunks.
Training Procedure: For each epoch, we use weighted re-
sampling with replacement to ensure that chunks for each
speaker number are sampled with equal probability. We set
probability of choice for each chunk inversely proportional to
number of chunks with the same speaker count. We train our
model using Adam [15] with learning rate 5e − 4, decay of
0.94 every epoch, and batch size of 4. In total, we train our
model for 40 epochs, which is much less than the 100 epochs
in most previous papers [8, 11].
Testing Procedure: Given an audio signal, we first transform
the full audio into chunks. We use the count head to predict
which decoder head to use for each chunk and select the de-
coder head with the highest votes. Using the selected decoder
head, we compute separated sources for each chunk, and use
the overlap regions to reorder the predicted source channels
in a streaming fashion. Lastly, we use overlap-and-add to
recover predicted sources for the full audio, and remove the
padding at the end chunk.
Architecture Details: We choose our network hyper-parameters
based on [10], but increase layer sizes proportionally with the
number of audios in our dataset. For the encoder, we use a
convolution kernel size of 8, stride 4, and 256 filters. For
separator, we use LSTM with hidden layer size 256. Similar
to [10], we use multi-stage loss. We train both the decoders
and count-heads with multi-loss, with one set of output after
each pair of Mulcat blocks.1

Comparisons with Baselines: Many of the systems for vari-
able speaker source separation are not publicly available,
therefore we cannot directly compare with them on our pro-
posed P-SI-SNR. To compare, we use the reported numbers

1See project page for more details: https://junzhejosephzhu.
github.io/Multi-Decoder-DPRNN/

from their paper. Note that since we do not have the exact
SI-SNR, in the case of speaker mismatch, we compute an
upper bound for the models using their published statistics on
oracle SI-SNR and speaker counting accuracy.

For computing this upper bound, we assume that each
misclassification of speaker number is an overestimate by
one, and all the other channels have oracle SI-SNR. This is
an upper bound because oracle SNR is always higher than
non-oracle SNR, and the ratio of (contribution from correct
channels)/penalty is greatest if the error is an overestimate
by one channel. For a model with k speakers with oracle
SI-SNR x and accuracy a, the upper bound for P-SI-SNR can
be computed as

P-SI-SNR ≤ a× x+ (1− a)× (k × x+ Pref)

k + 1
(9)

Quantitative Results: We report quantitative comparisons
for source counting performance in Tab. 3, oracle SNR
in Tab. 1, and our proposed P-SI-SNR in Tab. 4. We note that
models with * are not directly comparable to our model as
they train a model for each speaker number, where we have a
single model for all speakers.

As can be seen from Tab. 3, in the source counting task,
our model outperforms all other models, even those with
fewer possible choices of speaker counts. Our approach re-
mains competitive in source separation when evaluated using
Oracle-SNR, see Tab. 1. Lastly, in Tab. 4, when Pref is set to
-30 dB, our P-SI-SNR also outperforms all other models in
2-speaker and 4-speaker cases, and achieves similar results to
best model in the 3-speaker case.

4. CONCLUSION

We present a unified approach to single channel speech sep-
aration with an unknown number of speakers. With our pro-
posed multi-decoder architecture and count-head, our model
requires a single forward-pass at test-time on a single net-
work. In our experiments, we demonstrate that our model
achieves state-of-the-part performance in source counting and
competitive source separation quality. Additionally, we pro-
pose a new evaluation metric for evaluating source separation
with an unknown number of speakers, in which we penalize
SI-SNR when the number of sources estimated is incorrect.

https://junzhejosephzhu.github.io/Multi-Decoder-DPRNN/
https://junzhejosephzhu.github.io/Multi-Decoder-DPRNN/
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